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3D printed microfluidics: advances in strategies,
integration, and applications
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The ability to construct multiplexed micro-systems for fluid regulation could substantially impact multiple

fields, including chemistry, biology, biomedicine, tissue engineering, and soft robotics, among others. 3D

printing is gaining traction as a compelling approach to fabricating microfluidic devices by providing unique

capabilities, such as 1) rapid design iteration and prototyping, 2) the potential for automated manufacturing

and alignment, 3) the incorporation of numerous classes of materials within a single platform, and 4) the

integration of 3D microstructures with prefabricated devices, sensing arrays, and nonplanar substrates.

However, to widely deploy 3D printed microfluidics at research and commercial scales, critical issues

related to printing factors, device integration strategies, and incorporation of multiple functionalities require

further development and optimization. In this review, we summarize important figures of merit of 3D

printed microfluidics and inspect recent progress in the field, including ink properties, structural resolutions,

and hierarchical levels of integration with functional platforms. Particularly, we highlight advances in

microfluidic devices printed with thermosetting elastomers, printing methodologies with enhanced degrees

of automation and resolution, and the direct printing of microfluidics on various 3D surfaces. The

substantial progress in the performance and multifunctionality of 3D printed microfluidics suggests a rapidly

approaching era in which these versatile devices could be untethered from microfabrication facilities and

created on demand by users in arbitrary settings with minimal prior training.

1. Introduction

Microfluidic devices enable the characterization and
manipulation of fluidic flows in the sub-millimetre regime.1
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Profound applications which have impacted multiple
engineering and scientific research fields have been derived
from these versatile tools.2 The functionalities and
performances of microfluidic devices are highly dependent
on the methods of fabrication, the skill of the engineer, and
the materials used to construct the constituent components.
Traditionally, microfluidic devices are fabricated by soft
lithography, a process where features are moulded in
elastomers such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), leveraging
the well-established microfabrication technologies that offer
scale and are performed in cleanroom facilities.3 However, as
the breadth of applications increases, the intrinsic
limitations of two-dimensional (2D) structural patterning and
assembly presented by soft lithography has hindered the
realization of higher dimensional functionalities, such as
three-dimensional (3D) microfluidic networks and devices
conformal to nonplanar surfaces. Over the past decade,
additive manufacturing, or 3D printing, has been actively
explored to transcend the planarity of soft lithography and
liberate the manufacturing to resource limited settings.4

Several 3D printing methods have demonstrated unique
capabilities for the fabrication of microfluidic devices, each
with comparative advantages in device resolution,
configuration, or integration.5 In this review, we examine the
recent progress in 3D printing strategies enabled by the
adoption of new materials or design schemes, which have
advanced the structural and functional integration of 3D
printed microfluidics and relevant applications.

1.1. Characteristics of microfluidic flows

Several aspects of the behaviour of microscale flows are
distinct from macroscale flows, such as the slip boundary
conditions induced by molecular effects and substantially

amplified continuum parameters.6 Closely relevant to most
engineering applications are the laminar flow conditions and
large surface-to-volume ratios, a result of the dimensional
constraints imposed by the microscale fluid conduits. The
Reynolds number (Re) is a widely used dimensionless
number that weighs the effect of the inertial force against the
viscous force in the fluid flow. With small channel sizes and
moderate flow rates, the dominant viscous force typically
results in a small Reynolds number (Re ≪ 1) and renders the
microfluidic flow highly laminar (Fig. 1a-i). Hence, absent of
any incorporated mixing mechanisms, molecular diffusion is
the major driving force to mix different chemical species.
The mixing is typically limited by the low diffusion
coefficient at room temperature and the short time-scale of
dwelling in the microfluidic devices.7 The highly laminar flow
creates opportunities for unique applications such as the
controlled generation of concentration gradients. For
instance, laminar flows in the 3D printed branching
microfluidic networks allow the concentration gradient to be
controlled as the flows split and merge (Fig. 1a-ii).8 Streams
carrying different chemical species (denoted by coloured
dyes) were guided by the branching network, creating a linear
superposition of the concentration gradients across the outlet
region. The large surface-to-volume ratio at the microscale
enables high rates of heat and mass transfer, resulting in
high controllability over the microenvironment in the
microfluidic devices, which is particularly useful for
biochemical applications. For instance, in 3D printed
perfusing hydrogel networks, thermofluidic heating could be
introduced to cell-laden structures to facilitate heat-activated
gene expression with a precise spatial patterning (Fig. 1b).9

Recent studies have described the effects of different
printing methods on the laminar flows and mixing in the 3D
printed microfluidic devices. The surface roughness is the
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Fig. 1 Examples demonstrating the highly laminar flow and large
surface-to-volume ratio of microfluidics. (a) Laminar flow in
microfluidics. i. Schematic and microscopic image showing that
minimal mixing occurs in a plain microfluidic channel flow. ii. Image of
a 3D printed gradient generator that exploits the microfluidic laminar
flow. (b) High surface-to-volume ratio of microfluidics. Schematic of
perfusing networks for thermofluidic activation and infrared images of
the corresponding 3D printed structures perfused with a heated fluid.
(a-ii) Was adapted with permission from ref. 8. (b) Was adapted with
permission from ref. 9.
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major factor that induces the variations,10 with extrusion
printed surfaces being the coarsest (Ra ∼11 μm) and
stereolithography (SL) printed surfaces being the smoothest
(Ra ∼0.35 μm).11 With the same device design, there is
evidence suggesting that within the laminar flow regime,
chaotic advections are more prone to occur for extrusion and
material jetting printed devices.12 Consequently, the mixing
tends to be complete in the shortest distance in these
devices.

1.2. Advances in 3D printing microfluidics

Driven by the need for multiplexed and high-throughput
microfluidic biological and chemical experiments, the
development of microfluidic devices calls for higher degrees
of standardization and automation in device fabrication and
alignment processes to enable seamless integration with
multi-channel sensors and nonconventional substrates, such
as soft, curved, or even dynamic surfaces.2,13–15 3D printing
methods that have been routinely and successfully applied to
the fabrication of microfluidic devices include extrusion-
based printing, material jetting, and SL. The recent inclusion
of direct laser writing (DLW) opens up a promising route for
printing high-resolution (ca. 100 nm) microfluidic
structures.16,17 Because the mechanism of each printing
modality has been extensively discussed in previous
reviews,5,18 we will focus on the recent progress of printing
strategies and the potential impacts of each method in the
microfluidic space.

Extrusion-based printing. By creating a pressure gradient
in the printing nozzle, extrusion-based printing forces inks in
liquid or molten states to continuously flow out of the
nozzles to deposit materials into layered structures according
to pre-programmed toolpaths, enabling the direct assembly
of spatial architectures and multifunctional materials in a
straightforward manner. One approach, termed direct ink
writing (DIW), extrudes inks at room temperature to build
complex 3D structures.19 One early example demonstrated
artificial chaotic advection via 3D printing of complex
vascular geometries to promote the mixing of chemical
species.20 A paraffin-based ink was extruded to build a 3D
scaffold which was then removed to form interconnected
microfluidic networks in the casted epoxy and photoresin
matrix. Similar approaches were also applied to the printing
of vascular tissue models that were perfused with solutions
to sustain the biological viability for several weeks.21 Even
though a high mixing efficiency and channel resolution
(below 300 μm) could be achieved with this method, its
reliance on fugitive materials limits its potential for wider
applications. A more widespread approach involves extruding
thermoplastics in a layer-by-layer manner, termed fused
deposition modelling (FDM), to form microfluidic devices for
applications that do not require high resolutions.22 Despite
limitations in geometric accuracy, surface roughness, and
mechanical flexibility, microfluidic devices fabricated via
FDM have proven to be highly versatile in numerous

chemical and biomedical applications.23–25 Trademarked by
Stratasys Inc., FDM features heated building chambers to
reduce the residual stress in the 3D printed parts, whereas a
similar technology without the environmental temperature
control, termed fused filament fabrication (FFF), is adopted
by most home-friendly 3D printers targeting applications that
are less demanding in terms of modelling accuracy.

Recently, advances in 3D printed silicone-based
microfluidics have progressed considerably by expanding
methods to print silicone thermosetting inks and exploiting
their structural mechanics. Inks that are curable under
ambient conditions, such as acetoxy silicone that vulcanizes
via hydrolyzation-assisted condensation,26 represent ideal
materials to construct microfluidic devices in open air
environments. In one method, silicone filaments were
printed on flat substrates to form the sidewalls of micro-
channels and chambers, which were subsequently covered by
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) plates to form enclosed
microfluidic devices (Fig. 2a-i).8 Microfluidic channels that
were printed by this method achieved resolutions of ca. 30
μm. 3D microfluidic ingredient generators were created by
aligning and stacking multiple layers vertically, although this
method was designed for planar and rigid microfluidic
devices. Another method investigated the mechanism of
printing enclosed silicone channels by exploiting the
viscoelasticity of the ink (Fig. 2a-ii).13 An equilibrium angle
range of the 3D printed inclined walls was determined by the
yield-stress behaviour of the ink, which was reinforced by the
real-time crosslinking of the ink in air.27 Not bounded by
planar top covers, this method facilitated the direct writing
of self-supporting microfluidic structures on 3D surfaces.

Material jetting. Rather than creating continuous ink
flows, material jetting deposits tiny material “bits” via a
process resembling inkjet printing. This method has been
commercialized along with a wide range of proprietary
photopolymer-based inks, which are typically crosslinked via
controlled optical irradiations.28 Depending on the number
of printing heads that can be simultaneously operated,
Polyjet printing and Multijet modelling are the most
common methods of material jetting. The unique aspect of
PolyJet printing lies in the compactly assembled printing
nozzles that are synchronized to deliver a heterogeneous
material system including supporting and multiple building
inks (Fig. 2b-i).29 For the fabrication of microfluidic devices,
one major drawback of material jetting is the need to remove
supporting materials after the printing is completed in order
to form hollow microstructures. The postprocessing step
requiring removal of the solid support materials via
dissolving or melting is labour-intensive, especially as the
channel size decreases or when serpentine shapes and sharp
turns are involved.30 This can affect resolution, throughput
and automation. Thus, PolyJet printing has conventionally
been used to print microfluidic channels with resolutions
above 500 μm, providing a versatile approach to fabricating
various microscale or mesoscale structures including fluidic
logic elements.31 Recently, non-photocurable low viscosity
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liquid inks were printed as temporary supporting materials
that simplified the postprocessing of microfluidic
devices.30,32,33 For instance, Castiaux et al. demonstrated
intricate planar microfluidic networks using glycerol/
isopropanol mixtures as the supporting materials via a
print-pause-print workflow, and a cross-sectional dimension
as small as 125 μm × 54 μm was achieved with this
method.32 Further, using one Stratasys cleaning solution as
the supporting fluid, Hayes et al. systematically
characterized the solid–liquid co-printing technique by
examining the physics of drop-liquid interactions and the
printing processes (Fig. 2b-ii).30 The adoption of multi-
nozzle printing heads enabled automatic printing protocols
that produced 3D microfluidic networks and valves, which
were available to use within two hours after postprocessing.

Stereolithography. SL prints objects by solidifying
photopolymers that are contained in a vat, where the layer-
by-layer photopolymerization occurs. The optical energy,
delivered in the form of focused laser beams or digital
images, is inputted to the vat by scanning the laser
following pre-designed toolpaths or projecting the sliced
patterns to the liquid–solid interface to execute the
continuous solidifying process. Depending on the
configuration of the SL printing system, light can be
introduced from either the top or bottom of the vat.5,34

Depending on the dimensionality of concurrently
polymerized entities or the development of the liquid–solid
interface, printing strategies can be classified into four
categories,35 including laser-scanning SL,36 projection
SL,37,38 continuous SL,39,40 and volumetric SL.41–43 Among

Fig. 2 Advances in the strategies for 3D printing microfluidic devices. (a) Extrusion-based 3D printing. i. Schematic of extruding room
temperature-curable silicone inks on flat substrates that are subsequently enclosed by a top cover. Wd, Wc, Wf, and h denote the design width,
channel width, filament width, and channel height, respectively. ii. Images of printed silicone thin walls and a schematic of printing microfluidic
channels. α* denotes the critical angle above which the printed walls could maintain their equilibrium states. (b) PolyJet printing. i. Conceptual
schematic illustrating the PolyJet printing of a fluidic capacitor consisting of building material (blue) and temporary supporting material (beige).
The image shows a completed capacitor. ii. Schematic of the solid–liquid co-printing process where liquid-wall and droplet-liquid interactions
were involved. The printing heads and UV light source are not shown. (c) Stereolithography. i. Left: Schematic of a variation of dual wavelength SL.
Right: Optical images of SL printed multi-layer microstructures, serpentine channels, and crossing channels. ii. Left: SL printed PDMS-based
microfluidic channels with a width of 500 μm and a bent dog-bone specimen. Right: SL printed 2-phenoxyethyl acrylate-based soft microfluidic
device containing helical channels with a width of 200 μm. (d) Direct laser writing. i. Typical configuration of a DLW printing stage. The magnified
view illustrates a sequence of cured voxels. ii. SEM micrograph of a nanoscale channel printed by DLW. iii. Schematic of in situ direct laser writing,
where the focused laser prints encased structures within a microfluidic channel. (a-i) Was adapted with permission from ref. 8. (a-ii) Was adapted
with permission from ref. 13. (b-i) Was adapted with permission from ref. 29. (b-ii) Was adapted with permission from ref. 30. (c-i) Was adapted
with permission from ref. 44. (c-ii) Was adapted with permission from ref. 53 (left) and ref. 54 (right). (d-ii) Was adapted with permission from ref.
60. (d-iii) Was adapted with permission from ref. 16.
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these technologies, volumetric SL, including tomographic
SL41 and dual wavelength SL,43 is an emerging method that
has the potential to produce geometrically complex objects
with high throughput. Recently, one variation of the dual
wavelength SL proposed by Smith et al. employed optical
dose control methods to build objects layer-by-layer and
reduce the viscosities of the printable inks, successfully
demonstrating the fabrication of functional microfluidic
devices (Fig. 2c-i).44 The dual wavelength chemistry adopts
UV light (λ = 365 nm) as the inhibiting factor and blue
light (λ = 458 nm) as the polymerizing factor.45 By
coordinating the light intensities and exposure times of the
two factors, the top and bottom boundary positions of the
polymerization layer could be controlled to print the target
devices that were simply supported by buoyancy, achieving
multi-layered microfluidic devices with a channel size of
400 μm.

Ultraviolet (UV) light was initially utilized to cure the
photopolymers during SL printing.46 Recent advances in
polymer photochemistry have extended the available light
source to the visible range to accommodate the safety
concerns of using UV light in offices or homes.47,48 For
instance, by identifying nontoxic photoabsorbers such as
tartrazine, Grigoryan et al. discovered that aqueous pre-
hydrogel solutions can be effectively crosslinked by a light
source with a peak wavelength of 405 nm.49 The vascular
structures printed via projection SL possessed good
mechanical and optical properties, allowing for the
creation of hydrogel-based sophisticated microfluidic
mixers, bicuspid valves, and vascular networks that mimic
the functions of organs. Photoresists such as acrylate- and
epoxy-based polymers are conventionally used in SL,
resulting in limited mechanical compliance and
biocompatibility.50 Several ink recipes that promote the
printing of elastomeric structures and devices have recently
been reported, featuring either high mechanical flexibility
or tuneable optical properties.51,52 Bhattacharjee et al.
reported a new ink formulation consisting of PDMS-
methacrylate macromers and a photoinitiator derived from
phosphine oxide, which could be effectively cured by UV
light at a wavelength of 385 nm.53 The printed elastomeric
structures, including microfluidic devices, exhibited
mechanical, optical, and chemical properties comparable
to Sylgard-184 PDMS (Fig. 2c-ii). To overcome the issue of
low structural resolution in SL printing of elastomeric
microfluidic devices, Weigel et al. further developed a
library of acrylic- and allyl-based inks that enabled the
printing of devices with an elongation above 1000% and
the smallest channel resolution below 100 μm (Fig. 2c-
ii).54 The adoption of 2-phenoxyethyl acrylate (POEA) as
the reactive monomer allowed for a high controllability
over the cured layer thickness via the quantity of light
exposure. The highly flexible and precise droplet
generators printed with the optimized ink formulation
produced emulsion droplets as small as 58 μm. The
emergence and development of elastomeric inks for SL

printing will likely catalyze the growth of this technique in
fabricating highly flexible and biocompatible microfluidic
devices. Yet, as with PolyJet printing, it remains a
challenge to clear the 3D printed microchannels filled with
uncured residual inks.

Direct laser writing. DLW by two-photon or multiphoton
polymerization is a type of volumetric stereolithography,
which features a nonlinear correlation between the
absorption rate and the light intensity.55 First utilized by
Maruo et al. to print microstructures56 and later for the
printing of nanoscale photonic crystal elements,57,58 DLW
utilizes femtosecond lasers for rapid and precise crosslinking
of photoresists at the focal point. Volumes surrounding the
focal point that are crosslinked during successive printing
steps create individual volumetric elements, i.e., the
voxels.58,59 Continuous structures are printed by stitching the
voxels in a predefined density and orientation (Fig. 2d-i). The
sufficiently small diameter of the tightly focused laser beam
coupled with a precisely controlled power payload can
achieve submicron voxels and a feature resolution of ca. 100
nm (Fig. 2d-ii).60 Unexposed resins are removed in a
developer bath after the printing is completed to create
microfluidic structures.

Because of the low throughput when printing large
components, such as the body structures and connecting
ports, DLW is not typically used to print the entire
microfluidic devices, but using multiple printing methods
presents challenges in smoothly interfacing between the
length scales. In one protocol termed in situ DLW
(isDLW), PDMS moulding was first used to make the bulk
components, and DLW was then dedicated to the printing
of high-resolution structures within the microfluidic
channels that were infused with inks (Fig. 2d-iii).16 PDMS-
on-glass chips are typically used as the body structures
because of the well-established methodology of PDMS
moulding.61 However, the high gas permeability of PDMS
induces a thin layer of O2 on the channel walls that
inhibits the subsequent photopolymerization of
photoresists during DLW printing.62 Alternatively,
Alsharhan et al. used cyclic olefin polymer (COP) to form
the body structures by hot embossing to effectively reduce
O2 diffusion.16,63

Conventionally, DLW utilizes negative photoresists to
print fine structures. Recently, positive photoresists such as
AZ 4562 (MicroChemicals), were used to print monolithic
microfluidic structures that could be integrated with porous
membranes and potentially other functional components
such as pumps and filters.73 Beyond rigid structures printed
with photoresists, two-photon curable silicone69 and
hydrogels such as polyethylene glycol diacrylate
(PEGDA),68,70,74 represent ideal candidates for printing
biocompatible and mechanically compliant microfluidic
structures. Indeed, recent progress has demonstrated the
printing of unique stimuli-responsive hydrogel
microstructures with low-power lasers (as low as 0.1 Joule per
laser pulse) in the visible spectrum.68
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1.3. State-of-the-art characteristics of 3D printed microfluidic
devices

Comparisons among various features of microfluidic devices
which were 3D printed with different methods have been
summarized previously.4,5 Recent progress in 3D printing
technologies has altered the characteristic landscape of
microfluidics (Table 1).

One major advancement is the adoption of elastomeric
materials, such as PDMS- and silicone-based inks, by SL
and extrusion-based printing, which enabled enhanced
mechanical compliance of microfluidic devices.13,53 Progress
in the development of commercially available elastomeric
inks, such as Agilus30 by Stratasys, also facilitated the
printing of multi-material flexible devices such as soft
robots.75 Improvements in the resolution of 3D printed
structures, most notably in SL printed devices, has been
enabled by innovations in control algorithms and optical
modulations. For instance, Sanchez Noriega et al.
introduced a generalized scheme of SL printing by
disrupting the classic trade-off between the exposure time
and the layer thickness throughout the printing process.65

The randomized and overlapping exposure algorithms for
each layer expanded the parameter space for the x/y/z
polymerization dose, resulting in valves as small as a few
pixels with a cross-section of 15 μm × 15 μm, a resolution
that thus far has only been demonstrated by soft
lithography. By printing the channel and roof separately,
which were then combined in a subsequent exposure, Xu
et al. demonstrated a SL printing process that eliminated
the over-exposure of residual resins in the channel.66 The
new method, termed “in situ transfer vat
photopolymerization”, disrupted the long-standing
limitation to the z-resolution to realize a channel height
below 10 μm. Important figures of merit such as
autonomous microfluidic components and integration
capabilities will be discussed in the following sections.

2. Advances in device integration and
functionality

Numerous engineering applications require the integration of
microfluidics with various non-fluidic sensing elements,
autonomous components, and functional substrates that
manifest in nonplanar or even dynamically modulating
morphologies. 3D printing opens opportunities for
innovation in these unconventional scenarios with its
versatile adaptability to various materials and control
algorithms. Highlighting the recent progress in device and
functionality integration, this section reviews the advances in
four important directions that benefit from the freeform
fabrication capabilities of 3D printing and promises
enhanced performance for next-generation microfluidic
applications.

2.1. Integrating 3D printed microfluidics with micro-sensing
arrays

One of the goals of the “lab-on-a-chip” concept is to
seamlessly integrate microfluidic structures with electrodes
that are functionalized with various sensing agents, which
promises high throughput and multiplexing capabilities.76,77

3D printed microfluidic devices are uniquely compatible with
prefabricated sensing arrays because of the potential for
automated high precision alignment and structural
conformality.78 Early research printed the microfluidic
components as modularized parts which were subsequently
assembled with separately prepared electrodes, making most
components recyclable for rapid chemical and biological
detection.79–81 This approach has proven to be highly
versatile for integrating microfluidics to microfabricated
sensing elements comprising nanostructures. For instance,
Arshavsky-Graham et al. integrated 3D printed microfluidic
devices with substrates that were patterned with porous
silicon oxide (PSiO2), which were bonded via a UV-curable

Table 1 Characteristics of 3D printed microfluidic devices

Extrusion Material jetting SL DLW

Resolution >50 μm (ref. 13 and 64) ∼50 μm (ref. 32) ∼10 μm (ref. 65 and 66) ∼100 nm with photoresist,67

∼1 μm with hydrogel68

Elasticity (breaking strain) >400% when printed with
silicone16

>200% when printed
with Agilus30
(Stratasys)

>100% when printed with
PDMS-based inks53

Could potentially match
PDMS69

Biocompatibility Biocompatible inks such as
certain thermoplastics and
silicone

Biocompatible inks
such as MED610
(Stratasys)

Biocompatible inks such as
PEGDA hydrogel and PDMS

Biocompatible inks such as
PEGDA hydrogel70

Multi-material printing Highly feasible13,71 Routinely executed Possible with volumetric
additive manufacturing41

Possible when integrated
with pre-fabricated bulk
structures16,63

Valve size (overlapping
area of flow and control
channels)

∼500 μm × 500 μm (ref. 13) Millimeter scale72 ∼15 μm × 15 μm (ref. 65) ∼10 μm × 10 μm (ref. 16)

3D integration capability 3D vascular networks20 or
conformal microfluidics13

Arbitrary 3D
architectures with
supporting materials

Arbitrary 3D architectures
with voids filled with
residual resins

Arbitrary 3D architectures
typically below 10 μm (ref. 67
and 68)
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adhesive (Fig. 3a-i and ii).82 In this example, compared to the
PDMS-based control group in which a high-temperature
curing was applied to the integration process, the 3D printed
counterpart avoided the elevated thermal conditions, which
potentially contributed to an improved detection limit and
sensitivity (Fig. 3a-iii). Directly printing the “lab portion” on
electronics such as printed circuit boards has been of
significant interest to the biochemical and 3D printing
communities.8,83,84 The silicone-based self-supporting
microfluidics introduced in section 1.2 provided a novel
approach to directly align and print microfluidic channels
and chambers on prefabricated sensing circuits (Fig. 3b-i).13

Instead of using a dedicated bonding step, the multi-
channel salinity sensors were aligned in the 3D printing
system via alignment marks. Then, printing toolpaths were
specifically designed to accommodate the sensor layout and
encapsulate the entire device during a single printing
process. A strong bonding between the microfluidics and
underlying substrate formed as the acetoxy silicone cured in

air within several hours. The demonstrated salinity sensor
sensitively differentiated NaCl solutions of varying
concentrations (Fig. 3b-ii). Because no supporting materials
or residual inks were involved in this method, this new
ability to directly print hollow microchannels and chambers
promises a higher degree of automation for integrating
microfluidics with sensing arrays.

Recent integration schemes have adopted multimodal
printing methods for preparing both microfluidic devices
and micro sensing arrays in an additive manner.85–87 For
instance, Kadimisetty et al. demonstrated an approach for 3D
printing genotoxic detection arrays that employed SL to
fabricate the microfluidic parts and inkjet printing to pattern
the conductive pyrolytic graphite sensing arrays (Fig. 3c-
i and ii).88 The two sets of components were then assembled
with microprocessors and micropumps to enable automated
sampling of genotoxic reactions by characterizing the
electrochemiluminescence (ECL) intensity in a multiplexed
manner. Covering a dynamic range from 3 μM to 150 μM, the

Fig. 3 Integration of 3D printed microfluidics with micro-sensing arrays. (a) 3D printed microfluidic parts integrated with separately prepared
sensing elements. i. Schematic of bonding 3D printed microfluidic devices to a porous silicon oxide (PSiO2) substrate with UV-curable adhesives. ii.
Image of the assembled aptasensor connected to external tubes. iii. Relative changes of effective optical thickness (EOT) measured with two
groups of 1 mM protein solutions on three different sensing platforms. (b) Microfluidic salinity sensor made by directly aligning and printing
microfluidics on sensing arrays. i. Silicone-based microfluidics that were directly printed on prefabricated electronic sensors and the designed
printing toolpaths. Red and blue toolpaths denote the printing of the lower channels and the top chamber covers, respectively. ii. Real-time
impedance variation measured with the 3D printed salinity sensor for NaCl solutions of varying concentrations. (c) Microfluidic sensor made by
assembling 3D printed microfluidic parts and sensing elements. i. Schematic of integrating SL printed microfluidic cases with inkjet printed sensing
arrays to form an electrochemiluminescent (ECL) sensor for genotoxicity. ii. Image of sensing arrays patterned with inkjet printed microwell arrays.
iii. Calibration curves of ECL magnitude for different concentration of standards versus toluene. (a) Was adapted with permission from ref. 82. (b)
Was adapted with permission from ref. 13. (c) Was adapted with permission from ref. 88.
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spot-to-spot variability of ECL was below 10% for all standard
concentrations (Fig. 3c-iii).

2.2. Modularized integration of 3D printed microfluidic
devices

To avoid channel clogging and improve the device fabrication
throughput, the community of 3D printed microfluidics has
been actively studying an additive alternative that makes
devices from separately printed components, which
simplifies the postprocessing and circumvents the structural
degradation during complex material removal. This
modularized approach employs a “LEGO®-like” method for
device construction and is capable of multiple printing
modalities, realizing a wide range of functionalities such as
autonomous components,89,90 logic circuitry components,91

spatial microfluidic networks,92,93 organs-on-a-chip,94,95 and
sensors,96 etc.

PolyJet printing supports the simultaneous printing of
elastomeric and rigid structures to generate desired
functions, but the nature of this printing modality often
demands supporting materials. For instance, Hubbard et al.
recently demonstrated a modularized design strategy to
integrate complex fluidic circuitry consisting of multiple
logic elements in fully 3D printed soft robots.75 Even
though the entire device could be finished in one run, the
need to remove the sacrificial supporting materials from
the intricate microscale channels presented a challenge.
Building upon the modularized printing concept, Childs
et al. divided the microfluidic devices into subcomponents
which were printed separately and had the channels open
as printed.91 The subcomponents were cleared from the
supporting materials and then assembled to form a
functional microfluidic capacitor, reducing the
postprocessing time by ca. 98% (Fig. 4a-i and ii). Bonded
by pre-designed fasteners, the assembled capacitor
displayed a burst pressure above 150 kPa, meeting the
demand of most microfluidic applications.

SL printed microfluidic devices face the same dilemma of
how to effectively remove the residual resins in complicated

geometries. In particular, the trapped resins can adversely
impact the channel resolution and accuracy due to
inadvertent polymerization within the designed hollowed
space. Instead of printing a monolithic entity as in
conventional SL printing, Ching et al. proposed and verified
a methodology of deconstructing 2D and 3D microfluidic
networks into sub-units that did not involve enclosed
channels, facilitating the fabrication of complex vascular
networks (Fig. 4b-i).92 The functional sections were cut into
layers or blocks that were printed with elastomers and
bounded by rigid enclosures (Fig. 4b-ii). This approach
proved to be compatible with hydrogels and photoresins, and
realized a channel size below 100 μm, for promising
applications in tissue engineering.

2.3. 3D printed autonomous microfluidic components

Autonomous microfluidic components are critical to
overcoming several limitations of 3D printed microfluidic
platforms, including the bulky and costly peripheral setups
for controlling the fluid, challenges in scaling up the
integration of the microfluidic systems, and difficulties in
realizing multiplexed sensing applications. As the most basic
autonomous element, microfluidic valves can be combined to
form complex components such as pumps, mixers, and
diluters.97–99 First reported by Unger et al. in 2000,100 the
well-known Quake valve was made using soft lithography by
stacking layers of patterned PDMS membranes. Building on
this principle, the 3D printing community has gradually
developed squeeze valves and membrane valves.101–103

Notable progress in different printing methods, device
miniaturization, and integrated autonomous components has
been achieved in recent years.

Among different printing methods, projection SL has been
most actively explored for the fabrication of autonomous
components.103,104 Considerable advances have been
achieved in terms of structural design and device
miniaturization. One major type of SL printed microfluidic
valve, termed membrane valves, has dedicated air chambers
larger than the flow channels to enhance the flexibility of the

Fig. 4 Modularized additive assembly of 3D printed microfluidic devices. (a) PolyJet printed microfluidic capacitor. i. Schematic of the assembly of
a PolyJet printed microfluidic capacitor consisting of rigid (white), flexible (black), and supporting (yellow) materials. ii. Image of the assembled
microfluidic capacitor. (b) SL printed complex vascular networks. i. Image of a 3D vascular network assembled from multiple 3D printed layers. ii.
Schematic demonstrating the concept of the deconstruction and assembly of SL printed microfluidic networks. (a) Was adapted with permission
from ref. 91. (b) Was adapted with permission from ref. 92.
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polymerized membrane in between. The air chambers have
one additional outlet to rinse the residual resins before the
chambers are sealed. Gong et al. introduced a method to
enhance the durability of 3D printed membrane valves by
adding thermal initiators in the resin and thermally baking
the devices after printing, resulting in devices that could
withstand more than 10 000 actuations (Fig. 5a-i and ii).101 By
adding a displacement chamber, multiple valves were further
integrated to form 3-to-2 multiplexers or mixers. With an
open-at-rest design resembling the PDMS-based Quake valve,
a variation of the membrane valve consists of one flow
channel and one control channel, which is actuated by high
pressure air to turn off the valve (Fig. 5a-iii and iv).102 Lee
et al. demonstrated the Quake-style membrane valves that
were printed with PEGDA and realized the integration of 64

valves in an area of ca. 1 cm2, promoting the autonomous
operation of transparent and biocompatible microfluidic
devices.102 Using the optically tailored 3D printing method,
Sanchez Noriega et al. recently reduced the active area of the
valves to as small as 46 μm × 46 μm, which were
integrated into microfluidic pumps by layering three valves in
parallel and operated following a set of on and off commands
(Fig. 5a-v).65 They also demonstrated a new type of
microfluidic valve, termed squeeze valves, along with
corresponding pumps, by sandwiching the flow channel
between two splitting control channels. The smallest squeeze
valves possessed an active area of 16 μm × 16 μm and a dead
volume of only a few picoliter.

Extrusion-based printing has not been extensively studied
to building microfluidic autonomous components. Leveraging

Fig. 5 3D printed autonomous microfluidic components. (a) SL printed microfluidic valves and pumps. i. Schematic of the cross-sectional
structure of a membrane valve in turn-on and turn-off states. ii. Image of an SL printed membrane valve. iii. Schematic showing the working
principle of a membrane valve. iv. Images of an SL printed membrane valve in turn-on (top) and turn-off (bottom) states. v. Schematic and
corresponding image of microfluidic pumps consisting of squeeze valves. vi. Schematic and corresponding image of microfluidic pumps consisting
of membrane valves. (b) Microfluidic valves and pumps made by extrusion-based 3D printing. i. Schematic of a microfluidic valve built by
extrusion-based 3D printing. ii. Flow rate tests of extrusion printed microfluidic pumps under varying actuation pressures and times. (c) Image of
an integrated 10-stage 2-fold serial diluter consisting of SL printed squeeze valves within an overall footprint of 2.2 mm × 1.1 mm. (a-i and ii) Was
adapted with permission from ref. 101. (a-iii and iv) Was adapted with permission from ref. 102. (a-v and vi) Was adapted with permission from ref.
65. (b) Was adapted with permission from ref. 13. (c) Was adapted with permission from ref. 65.
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the concept of elastomeric self-supporting structures, Su et al.
established a methodology to construct microfluidic valves and
pumps by stacking room-temperature vulcanizing silicone
filaments under ambient conditions, without the need for
sacrificial or supporting materials (Fig. 5b-i).13 By analogy to SL
printed squeeze valves, the open-at-rest structure was realized by
directly spanning the control channel across the flow channel,
and the junction was encapsulated by UV-curable resins to form
the valve.

Microfluidic pumps were fabricated by encapsulating
three valves that were printed in parallel, demonstrating a
pumping rate of over 100 nL per cycle when the valve was
fully actuated (Fig. 5b-ii). PolyJet printing was investigated by
Sochol et al. to demonstrate an array of microfluidic logic
components such as fluidic capacitors, diodes, and
transistors,29 which were recently integrated in 3D printed
soft robots to realize fully automatic control and operation.75

Based on the method of a temporary liquid support
introduced in section 1.2, PolyJet printed microfluidic valves

and pumps were recently developed by Castiaux et al. to
realize a channel width below 100 μm.72

One figure of merit closely related to 3D printed
autonomous components is the integration density, i.e., the
number of autonomous elements that could be integrated
per unit area, which is largely determined by the
miniaturization of the constituent elements. Soft lithography
has held the record of high-density integration, approaching
1 million valves per cm2, leveraging the mature
semiconductor fabrication techniques.105,106 With the
spatially and optically tailored SL printing approach, Sanchez
Noriega et al. realized a 10-stage 2-fold serial diluter by
integrating miniaturized squeeze valves, which contained ca.
70 squeeze valves within an area of 2.2 mm × 1.1 mm
(Fig. 5c).65 However, the trade-off between the structural
resolution and X–Y footprint of the finished device limits the
integration scale. Techniques such as micromirror arrays or
image stitching can be applied to increase the overall size of
the 3D printed devices.107 Theoretically, this promising

Fig. 6 3D printed conformal microfluidic devices and adaptive printing strategy. (a) Schematic of printing conformal “microfluidic biopsy” devices
on whole organs and the topographical fidelity of the printed device to the organ surface. Scale bar = 500 μm. (b) 3D printed conformal
microfluidics on spherical surfaces. i. Image of serpentine microfluidic networks printed on spherical surfaces with integrated valves. ii. Images of
the conformal microfluidic network in operation with different combinations of valve states. (c) Soft sensors that were conformally and adaptively
3D printed on deforming surfaces. i. Schematic of the major steps involved in the adaptive printing of sensors on deforming surfaces, including
scanning the surface morphology, tracking the deforming surface, printing the device, and wiring to external circuitry. ii. Image of adaptively
printing sensors on a deforming lung with attached fiducial markers. iii. Image of the finished deformable sensor being cured by UV light. iv.
Acquired volumetric strain maps of the lung in resting and contractile states with the deformable sensor. (a) Was adapted with permission from
ref. 14. (b) Was adapted with permission from ref. 13. (c) Was adapted with permission from ref. 15.
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approach can be applied to any existing SL printers with the
appropriate projecting resolution.

2.4. 3D printed conformal microfluidic devices

The ability to directly print microfluidics and electronics on
static or dynamic targets is an emerging area at the
intersection of 3D printing, robotic control, and functional
devices. This approach is key to novel applications, such as
conformal biomedical sensing and in situ
biofabrication.108,109 The challenges are to accurately collect
the real-time topographical information, develop various
biocompatible inks, and discover novel structural printing
schemes.110 Combining functional materials, mathematical
modeling, and artificial intelligence (AI), the adoption of
additive manufacturing for conformal device printing
represents an important research direction in the field of
printing functional devices.

To fabricate microfluidic devices that conform to organs,
Singh et al. employed 3D scanning with structured light to
digitize the organ topography and design the printing toolpaths.
The 3D printed microfluidic channel was applied to the renal
cortex of a kidney with minimal geometric mismatch, providing
a platform for organ health monitoring with potential
advantages over organ-on-a-chip technologies (Fig. 6a).14 By
pumping fluid through the microfluidic channel, biomarkers
were injected into the channel and collected to acquire the
molecular trajectories of the whole organ, demonstrating a
minimally invasive “microfluidic biopsy” technique.

To precisely integrate autonomous microfluidic
components such as valves in the conformal microfluidics,
Su et al. demonstrated that the self-supporting elastomeric
microfluidic structures could be printed on a 3D surface
using known mathematical models.13 By designing a 2D
projection approach, the filament stacking scheme was
inspected filament-by-filament, and then converted into 3D
printing toolpaths conformal to the nonplanar surface.
Random channel routes such as serpentine mixers could be
printed with this method (Fig. 6b-i). The demonstrated
microfluidic mixing network also realized selective input
sources via the integrated valves (Fig. 6b-ii).

To print microfluidics in more complex situations such
as surfaces with large curvatures or deforming substrates,
recent developments inthe in situ printing of soft electronics
provide potential solutions.15,108 Additive manufacturing is a
powerful platform for the automated fabrication of
functional devices, yet more advanced control algorithms
are necessary to guarantee both automation and accuracy.
Zhu et al. demonstrated a closed-loop AI process that
combined 3D scanning, real-time feature tracking, and
motion prediction for 3D printing of biological sensors on
deforming surfaces (Fig. 6c-i and ii). The 3D printed sensor
was composed of ionic hydrogel inks which, after curing,
can monitor the volumetric strain of the organ surface by
mapping via electrical impedance tomography (Fig. 6c-
iii and iv).

2.5. Discussion on future research

The seamless integration of 3D printed microfluidics with
microsensing arrays is a promising avenue for the
comprehensive manufacturing of packaged biochemical
sensors. Yet, several technical issues remain towards
achieving this goal, such as improving the resolution of
printed microfluidic features to match those of the
microsensing arrays, enhancing the alignment accuracy via
the aid of computer vision, and optimizing the efficacy of
functionalized sensing arrays with 3D printing. The
modularized assembly approach may appear to reduce the
degree of automation for 3D printed microfluidics, but the
overall printing efficiency is improved when considering the
geometrical precision and elimination of postprocessing
steps such as the removal of supporting materials. The
further development of photopolymerization processes for SL
and PolyJet printing can help reduce or eliminate manual
post-processing procedures. SL has been particularly suitable
for device miniaturization and scalable integration. Other
emerging methods utilizing extrusion-based printing or
PolyJet provide new capabilities, such as the elimination of
sacrificial inks and incorporation of multiple materials.
Lastly, 3D printed conformal microfluidics benefit from
state-of-the-art microfluidic structural design methods and
printing algorithms, indicating an emerging prospect for
advanced in situ biological sampling and analysis.
Opportunities still exist in developing large-scale integrated
microfluidic platforms and moving toward fully autonomous
fabrication, pending further progress in developing inks,
maximizing throughput, and programming control
algorithms.

3. Advances in applications: droplets,
point-of-care, and soft robotics

3D printed microfluidics provide an emerging capability to
conformally and precisely integrate microfluidics with
functional components and realize more advanced
applications in biomedical research, the healthcare industry,
bioprocessing (e.g., upstream cell cultivation and downstream
purification),111–116 chemical synthesis and analysis, and fuel
cells,117,118 etc. Comprehensive review articles are available
for each application based on either conventionally
fabricated or 3D printed microfluidics.2,4,119 In this section,
we highlight the progress of 3D printed microfluidic devices
in advancing (a) droplet-based microfluidics, (b) point-of-care
devices, and (c) soft robotics. Finally, an outlook is provided
on the use of 3D printing technologies for further expanding
on these critical microfluidic applications.

3.1. 3D printed droplet-based microfluidics

Droplet-based microfluidics are a powerful tool for advancing
areas such as nanoparticle synthesis, high-throughput drug
screening, and antibody discovery, etc.120–123 The most
common method for passive droplet generation using
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microfluidics is to induce liquid instability, which originates
from the adjacent immiscible fluids and the complex channel
geometry.124 Conventional fabrication methods based on soft
lithography require specialized equipment, well-trained
personnel, and a cleanroom facility, which restricts the
accessibility of this technology.121 By contrast, 3D printing
provides an alternative method to fabricate customized
droplet-based microfluidics under ambient conditions,
anywhere and at any time. While PDMS-based microfluidics
remains the prevailing method for droplet-related
microfluidic applications, 3D printed counterparts are rapidly
gaining interest and expanding to more complex and
customized microfluidic operations. Typically, 3D printed
droplet-based microfluidic devices generate droplets with
sizes ranging from 50 μm to 500 μm, at a production rate of
100 Hz, with high monodispersity.125

3D printed droplet-based microfluidics manifest in three
different types: the T-junction,126–133 flow-focusing,8,134,135

and co-flow.129,135–143 The co-flow configuration is typically
non-planar and difficult to achieve in conventional PDMS-
based microfluidics, whereas 3D printed non-planar droplet-
based microfluidics can enable reliable emulsion droplet
generation without the need for local surface
modulation.129,135–144 One representative work increased the
contact between the disperse and continuous phases, by fully

surrounding the disperse phase with the continuous phase
instead of wetting the channel walls. This was accomplished
even when the cylindrical microfluidic channels were 3D
printed using hydrophilic resins (Fig. 7a).137

Multi-material printing has been employed to integrate
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials into one
microfluidic device (Fig. 7b-i).145 Mannel et al. demonstrated
a fabrication process that started with printing the
hydrophilic resin, and then the resin vat was switched to one
containing hydrophobic resin to print the remaining part of
the device. This enabled spatial control over the surface
wettability, which is important for generating complex
double-emulsion droplets. An oil-in-water droplet was first
formed after travelling through the first hydrophobic region
and the second hydrophilic region, after which the single
emulsion droplet was encapsulated by oil in the third
hydrophobic region (Fig. 7b-ii and iii). Even though this
method adopted the planar junction design, the locally
modulated surface wettability led to the stable generation of
double emulsion droplets (Fig. 7b-iv).

3D printed droplet-based microfluidics present unique
features or functionalities such as modular
design,129,133,138,139,141,142,146 facile integration,8,126,130,138,147

and parallelization.148,149 Unlike the monolithic design of
microfabrication, modular microfluidics provide a standard
library of discrete microfluidic elements that can be
assembled to rapidly construct droplet generators. For
instance, by combining discrete microfluidic components,
e.g., straight passes, L-joints, mixers, T-junctions, and X-
junctions, emulsion droplet generators of the T-junction and
flow-focusing types can be rapidly prototyped (Fig. 8a-
i and ii).133 Moreover, the reversible transformation between
the T-junction droplet-based microfluidics and the flow-
focusing type can be rapidly realized by switching between
the T-junction and X-junction elements.

3D printed devices can also be integrated with commercial
components for enhanced controllability and flexibility. For
instance, by integrating a screw-and-nut mechanism into the
T-junction droplet generator, the vertical junction gap can be
finely tuned during operation (Fig. 8b).126 Though the
characteristic size of the collection channel is on the order of
1 mm, the adjustable necking depth at the T-junction
generates water-in-oil emulsion droplets with diameters
ranging from 39 μm to 1404 μm. In another example, by
integrating capillary tubing, tiny droplets smaller than 50 μm
can be generated via the crossflow junction configuration
while maintaining the characteristic size of the fluidic
channels above 100 μm.130,147 Because the sizes of the
generated droplets depend on the inner diameter of the
outlet tubing, the generation of monodisperse droplets with
sizes between 20 μm and 1 mm was successfully achieved by
varying the tubing sizes.147

One important functionality enabled by 3D printed droplet
microfluidics is large-scale parallelization for high-
throughput production of droplets. Via the parallelization of
28 junction-type droplet generators along the vertical

Fig. 7 3D printing-enabled approaches for stable emulsion droplet
generation. (a) 3D printed co-flow structures. Image sequences
showing the dynamic process of droplet generation in a device with a
3D annular channel-in-channel design. (b) Local surface modulation
enabled by multi-material 3D printing. i. Protocol for combining
hydrophilic and hydrophobic resins in microfluidic fabrication. The
exchange of resin is involved in step II. The microchannel is boxed in
step III. ii. Schematic of a proposed design for generating O/W/O
double emulsion droplets. iii. Illustration of how the double emulsion
droplets can be stably formed through the hydrophobic–hydrophilic–
hydrophobic locally modulated microfluidic channels. iv. Brightfield
microscopy image showing the successful generation of two double
emulsion droplets. (a) Was adapted with permission from ref. 137. (b)
Was adapted with permission from ref. 145.
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direction, the device demonstrated by Femmer et al. shared
common inlets for the disperse and continuous phases,
and a common outlet for the collection of emulsion
droplets (Fig. 8c-i).149 An analysis of over 100 droplets
collected from different parallel junctions indicated a
standard deviation of less than 5% for the droplet
diameters (Fig. 8c-ii). A 3D radial parallelization was also
created by first stacking each single droplet generator
vertically and then distributing branches of the stacked
units in the radial direction (Fig. 8d).148 This 3D
parallelized droplet-based microfluidic device has been
reported to efficiently produce cell-laden microgels,
resulting in a high viability (>95%) after cell encapsulation.

3.2. 3D printed microfluidics for point-of-care applications

Devices designed for point-of-care testing (POCT) and
multiplexing diagnostics are important tools in modern
healthcare, with the promise of reducing the need for
laboratory personnel and facilities.150 Multiplexing the
diagnostics further enables the simultaneous detection of
multiple targets from a single sample. Portable and
automated POCT platforms have been demonstrated for the
rapid sensing of proteins and other molecules with
comparable limits of detection (LOD) to their benchtop
counterparts.151,152 Particularly, during the COVID-19
pandemic, numerous 3D printed POCT devices have emerged

for detecting multiple pathogens including the
coronavirus.152–154

The development of miniaturized and integrated fluid
handling components for POCT applications can allow for
compactness, simplicity, and on-site diagnostics.98,155–157

Different from the autonomous components introduced in
section 2.3, microfluidic valves and pumps 3D printed for
POCT devices are typically manually operated. For
instance, 3D printed microfluidic components, including
torque-actuated pumps and rotary valves, used manual
actuation to deliver the fluid sample to the designated
sites in the microfluidic networks for reacting and sensing,
without the need for external pneumatic or hydraulic
power sources (Fig. 9a-i and ii).98 Similar “finger-actuated”
POCT devices have been developed as standalone
microfluidic platforms for on-site water quality monitoring
by detecting waterborne pathogens (Fig. 9a-iii).155 The 3D
printed membrane can be actuated when manually
squeezed to load the samples into the detection chamber,
where enzyme-specific reagents and nutrient media were
preloaded for bacteria culture and subsequent sensing.
Recently, such “finger-actuated” membrane pumps have
been integrated with “fluidic diodes” into more complex
microfluidic circuits, such as a pulsatile two-fluid mixer,
based on MultiJet 3D printing (Fig. 9b-i and ii).156 The
membrane pump generated flow rates above 100 μL
min−1, as controlled by the pumping frequency (Fig. 9b-

Fig. 8 Unique features and functionalities enabled by 3D printed droplet-based microfluidics. (a) Modular 3D microfluidics for droplet generation.
i. Assembly of a T-junction prototype based on prefabricated discrete microfluidic elements. ii. Assembly of a flow-focusing prototype. (b)
Reconfigurable droplet microfluidics with integrated screw-and-nut mechanism. The droplet size is controlled by adjusting the gap between the
channel surface and the screw nut front end around the junction area. (c) Rapid prototyped high-throughput emulsion droplet generator. i.
Illustration of the vertical parallelization of 28 channels for high-throughput droplet generation. The inset shows a microscopic image for the
production of numerous water-in-oil droplets. ii. Highly uniform droplets are generated as indicated by the hexagonal lattice structure. (d) Three-
dimensional parallelized droplet generator. The 3D reconstructed microcomputed tomography (μCT) image shows that the device features five
radially distributed stacks of flow-focusing type droplet generators, with three individual ones in each stack. (a) Was adapted with permission from
ref. 133. (b) Was adapted with permission from ref. 126. (c) Was adapted with permission from ref. 149. (d) Was adapted with permission from ref.
148.
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iii). Though not evaluated for specific POCT applications,
the work demonstrated a promising approach to
fabricating versatile POCT devices for more complex fluid
handling capabilities.

Capillary microfluidics is another approach to tackle the
challenge of fluid handling and delivery in POCT devices,
where passive transport of liquids is induced by the capillary
action that occurs in either porous materials or fine capillary
channels.158 Similar to paper microfluidics, the critical step

in 3D printed devices is to create the hydrophobic barrier in
the paper or other porous material so that the confined
wicking channel could be formed.159 For instance,
polypropylene (PP) filaments could be 3D printed on
Whatman filter paper, and the bottom of the paper could be
coated with wax pastel.160 For porous microfluidics, a
common practice is to 3D print the base channel and then
fill these open, hollow channels with cellulose powder that
can enhance the capillary motion of liquids.161 Notably, a

Fig. 9 Examples of using 3D printed microfluidics for liquid handling in POCT devices. (a) Cost-effective 3D printed microfluidic components for
manual liquid handling in POCT applications. i. 3D printed torque-actuated pumping unit for drawing liquid. ii. Rotary valve that switches among
four individual ports. iii Finger-actuated 3D printed microfluidic platform for onsite water quality testing. (b) Finger-powered fluidic actuation and
mixing for complex POCT applications. i. Cross-section of the device illustrating the actuation mechanism and flow direction. ii. Image of a 3D
printed finger-powered two-fluid pulsatile mixer filled with blue dye fluid. iii. Relationship between pumped volume and time under different
pumping frequencies. (c) 3D printed capillary microfluidic devices for POCT applications. i. SEM image of the bonded PMMA particles in a 3D
printed porous part. ii. Illustration of liquid wicking (blue) in the porous solid constrained by the hydrophobic barriers. iii. Demonstration of a 3D
printed capillary microfluidic device for enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays. The assay protocol is pre-programmed at the time of the device
fabrication. iv. Optical images of the functional zones during the autonomous multistep assay. Coloured fluids were used to simulate different
reagents. (d) 3D printed microfluidic chain reaction (MCR) system with structurally programmed capillary flow events. i. An MCR unit consisting of
three reservoirs that were chained through capillary domino valves (CDVs). ii. An assembled MRC chip functionalized with SARS-CoV-2
nucleocapsid protein for assaying SARS-CoV-2 antibodies. (a-i and ii) Was adapted with permission from ref. 98. (a-iii) Was adapted with
permission from ref. 155. (b) Was adapted with permission from ref. 156. (c) Was adapted with permission from ref. 162. (d) Was adapted with
permission from ref. 163.
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fully 3D printed porous capillary microfluidic device has been
demonstrated based on poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
powders (Fig. 9c-i).162 Hydrophobic walls in the hydrophilic
porous material were formed by printing a binder that
contains long-chain alkyl succinic anhydride at the
designated locations. Consequently, the liquid wicking only
occured in the nonfunctionalized PMMA strip and thus a
well-confined liquid transport was created (Fig. 9c-ii).
Moreover, this work presented a method to control the
wicking flow in the porous channel via a third control
channel which allowed the capillary flow to be pre-
programmed, and analytical sequences could be designed for
complex diagnostic tasks (Fig. 9c-iii). A proof-of-concept
multi-step enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was
conducted using the device with precisely controlled capillary
flows (Fig. 9c-iv).

To overcome the limited programmability of conventional
capillary microfluidics, a recent study demonstrated the
concept of a microfluidic chain reaction (MCR) by leveraging

a structurally programmed capillary flow.163 Made on a
projection SL printer, the monolithic microfluidic chips
consisted of a series of reservoirs interconnected with
capillary domino valves (CDVs). The confinement of liquid in
the reservoir was enabled through a set of capillary valves
based on a geometrical change in the capillary channels. The
depletion of liquid in one reservoir triggered the movement
of liquid in the next one, thereby controlling the propagation
of a sequence of capillary flow events in serial, branching, or
cascade configurations (Fig. 9d-i). Capillary pumps consisting
of paper or absorbent pads were used to drain the liquid
in each reservoir via the shared main channel, such that
the subsequent one became exposed to the ambient via its
air link. A large-scale capillary network integrated with 75
MCRs was demonstrated without disruption to the
programmed propagation of capillary flow events. The
automation of this system was confirmed via biochemical
assays such as the automated detection of the SARS-CoV-2
antibody (Fig. 9d-ii).

Fig. 10 Examples of the integration of 3D printed microfluidics for soft robotic applications. (a) 3D printed interconnecting network for
pneumatic power transmission. i. Photograph of a fully soft, autonomous robot assembly with an embedded microfluidic soft controller and
3D printed interconnecting network. ii. Fluidic interconnecting networks being embedded by extruding a fugitive ink. (b) 3D printed
electroactive fluidic valve for power regulation of soft hydraulic robots. i. Top view cross-sectional schematic of the electroactive valve. ii.
Image of a fully assembled electroactive valve. iii. Side view cross-sectional diagram showing the active portion of the valve with rings. iv.
Plot of the average pressure held by the valve at steady state versus applied voltage. (c) 3D printed microrobotic actuators and controllers
via in situ direct laser writing. i. Schematics showing the structure of the “normally closed” microfluidic transistor in closed and open states.
ii. SEM image of a “normally closed” microfluidic transistor cross-section. iii. Image showing bending of one micro actuator triggered by
the microfluidic transistor, while the other one is untriggered. (d) 3D printed soft robots with integrated fluidic circuitry. i. Conceptual
illustration of the fluidic diode (left) and the normally closed fluidic transistor (right). ii. Images of a soft robotic finger with an integrated
transistor after gate pressures of 0 kPa (top) and 20 kPa (bottom) were applied. iii. Conceptual illustration of a soft robotic hand after the
maximum gate pressure was applied. Corresponding analogous circuit diagrams are on the lower right. (a) Was adapted with permission
from ref. 165. (b) Was adapted with permission from ref. 166. (c) Was adapted with permission from ref. 17. (d) Was adapted with
permission from ref. 75.
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3.3. 3D printed soft robotics embedded with microfluidic
networks

3D printed microfluidics could also benefit the emerging field
of soft robotics. A soft robotic entity typically comprises power
sources, soft controllers, actuators, and necessary
interconnecting networks to transmit the power.164 Early work
utilized 3D printing to create the embedded micro-scale
pneumatic network, which bridged the microfluidic control logic
elements and the soft actuators.165 This work presented an
entirely soft and autonomous robot which utilized the catalysed
decomposition of monopropellant stored in the fuel reservoirs
to generate gases to power the robot (Fig. 10a-i). An embedded
3D printing method was designed to fabricate the pneumatic
microfluidic networks by extruding a fugitive ink (Pluronic®
F-127 gel) within an uncured elastomer matrix (Fig. 10a-ii). To
clear the microfluidic channels, the fugitive ink was auto-
evacuated by heating the cured elastomer. The width of the ink
filament and thus the size of the pneumatic channels could
potentially be smaller than 100 μm, though the demonstrated
prototype was regarded as a “mesofluidic” network.

Beyond the interconnecting networks, a few recent studies
have developed methods to integrate 3D printed
microfluidics or millifluidics into the fluidic controller
networks within soft robots.17,75,166 For instance, a
microfluidic controller consisting of a 3D printed hydraulic
valve was recently demonstrated (Fig. 10b-i and ii).166 The
soft tentacle-like actuators were powered by the hydraulic
pressure within the fluidic network, where an
electrorheological (ER) fluid was utilized as the working
liquid. The reversible response of the ER fluid under an
electric field switches the hydraulic pressure in the soft
actuators between the high and low states. Besides the
working fluid channel, two parallel circular channels under 1
mm were printed and filled with a liquid metal, Galinstan
(an alloy of gallium, indium, and tin), as the electrodes to
apply the required electric field (Fig. 10b-iii). The 3D printed
valve displayed a linear correlation between the pressure-
holding capability and the applied voltage in the tested range
(Fig. 10b-iv).

Higher levels of integration between the microfluidics and
soft robotics were recently reported (Fig. 10c), where the entire
soft robotic entity was fabricated inside the microfluidic
channel (40 μm in height and 60 μm in width) via the isDLW
technique.17 The microfluidic channels connected the
hydraulic pressure source and the microfluidic controller. The
bellow-structured controller acted as a normally closed
transistor, in which a certain gate pressure was required to
expand the bellow to displace the disk such that the flow can
travel through the structure (from left to right) to inflate the
bellow actuator (Fig. 10c-i and ii). The integrated soft robotic
circuitry consisting of 3D printed microfluidic transistors and
microgrippers demonstrated successful operation modulated
by the source and gate pressures (Fig. 10c-iii).

Based on the integration and miniaturization of the 3D
printed microfluidic logic elements, follow-up work was

conducted to increase the complexity of the microfluidic logic
tasks (Fig. 10d-i).75 Multi-material PolyJet 3D printing was
employed to fabricate the soft robotic system in a single run
with integrated fluidic circuitry. For the 3D printed
microfluidic logic elements, an elastic material was used for
the diaphragm and O-rings, while a rigid material was used
to construct other parts of the body. This approach allowed
one to fabricate a variety of fluidic logic elements, from
simple fluidic diodes to complicated logic arrays. The 3D
printed complex fluidic logic elements enabled periodic
motion of a soft robotic finger and aperiodic motion of a soft
robotic hand (Fig. 10d-ii and iii).

3.4. Discussion on future research

Though 3D printed microfluidic devices provide unique
advantages, such as rapid prototyping, 3D integration, and
multi-material fabrication for the reviewed applications, there
is room for performance improvement. Specifically, 3D
printed droplet microfluidics capable of generating tiny
droplets (diameter <50 μm) at high frequency (>1 kHz) will
be valuable for improving the throughput of the particle
generation. For POCT applications, 3D printing has proven to
be a cost-effective method for the fabrication of microfluidic-
based devices. The next step is to realize mass production to
establish 3D printing as a cost-effective POCT choice for
diagnostics in the developing world. This might involve
developing new printing strategies, such as multi-nozzle and
multi-head printing, and optimizing printing parameters for
high throughput and quality control. Mass production might
also be achievable via the miniaturisation and widespread
distribution of 3D printers, effectively “crowd-sourcing” the
production, especially in resource limited environments.
Finally, the integration of 3D printed microfluidics with soft
robotics is a compelling direction rich with potential
applications, such as microfluidics-based wearable devices
for rehabilitation, haptic technologies, and distributed
autonomous systems.

4. Conclusions and outlook

We inspected the progress in various 3D printing
methodologies for microfluidic devices, including the
recently employed DLW, by highlighting innovations in
printing strategies, process control algorithms, material
properties, and integration innovations. Notably, extrusion-
based printing allows for the printing of thermosetting
polymers such as silicone on curvilinear surfaces without
requiring sacrificial supporting materials. SL printing has
witnessed an improvement in resolution to the sub-100 μm
regime, by tailoring the optical exposure and in situ assembly
of the 3D printed parts during fabrication. Novel printing
principles such as volumetric SL or AI-assisted toolpath
predictions suggest that 3D printing could potentially achieve
higher throughput and dynamic adaptability. The ink palette
for 3D printed microfluidics has also witnessed a substantial
leap by incorporating elastomeric materials with mechanical,
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optical, and chemical properties comparable to those of
PDMS. These synergistic advances have expanded the range
of applications beyond proof-of-concept demonstrations,
such as the utilization of 3D printed droplet generators in
drug screening and disease modelling, biological replication,
point-of-care devices, soft robotics, and elsewhere. The
emerging trend indicates that unique features of 3D printing
such as freeform construction of 3D micro architectures and
seamless integration with sensing arrays are becoming more
feasible. Indeed, 3D printing has been established as a viable
and promising rapid prototyping technology in the
microfluidics community for fundamental research and
engineering applications.

Moving forward, we expect that a few challenges will have to
be overcome for 3D printing microfluidic devices, including, but
not limited to, multimaterial and multifunctional printing, high
resolution printing, and scalable fabrication. Existing methods
rely on unitary polymerization or deposition modalities, which
typically yield monolithic structures. Yet, progress in integrating
printing heads that house multiple materials of distinct
properties, along with novel methods such as embedded 3D
printing (particularly for Polyjet printing and extrusion-based
printing) have enabled initial demonstrations of multimaterial
functional devices.167–169 We expect that transferring these
insights to the fabrication of microfluidic devices will
significantly expand the composition and functionality of
microfluidics. Further, as suggested by the isDLW technique,16

another promising strategy to meet this demand is to integrate
the features of different printing methods by developing
multimodal and multimaterial platforms where devices
possessing multiscale features or functionalities can be printed
in a high-throughput manner. Our discussion also reveals that
research into the fundamental physics, such as microscale
material mechanics and the precise control of
photopolymerization dose, will contribute as a driving force to
improve figures of merit such as structural resolution, fluidic
control and integration scales. As the complexity of microfluidic
devices and requirements for material tunability increase,
geometric optimization and material discovery will demand new
research insights. Computational methods such as machine
learning coupled with limited experimental input have proven
to be a compelling approach to enhance the automation of 3D
printed microfluidics.170–172 In terms of applications, we foresee
that biological and chemical applications will continue to be key
fields of interest where 3D printed microfluidics will provide a
versatile role. Promisingly, examples of multifunctional
integrated devices such as wearable sensors and soft robotics
will thrive as the freeform fabrication capabilities of 3D printing
continue to develop.
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